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Background and Motivation
Wildfires are an often-disastrous natural hazard in Southern Europe 

Adequate preparation can make hazards less disastrous

Motivation: Use my skills to create a disaster preparedness map with focus on
settlements

2022 wildfire in two Conservation Areas and two National Parks in Central
Europe demonstrated the need to adapt to a new reality



Research Questions
RQ  1:  Can  the  fire  modelling  tool  FlamMap  be  used  to  create  an  accurate
Wildfire Exposure map in the designated study area? 

RQ 2: Is an interactive exposure map derived from FlamMap’s outputs, usable by
the general audience and useful for stakeholders? 



Study Area (1)

~700 km²
transboundary area



Significant presence of
Wildland Urban
Interface

Study Area (2)



Method of Work



Fire Modelling Landscape
Elevation

DGM from sachsen.de

Slope and Aspect
DGM ArcGIS Pro processing

Canopy Cover
Copernicus’ Land Monitoring Service

Fuel Models Map
Derived from Beetz (2023), with two
ammendments implemented

(Finney, 2006, p.214)



Wildfire Scenarios
Ignition Locations (2008-2022)

 164 historical ignitions
(Czech side)
60 (German side)

Fire Durations
1, 2 and 3-day long wildfires

Fire Weather
 dead fuel moisture variables
& wind, from  local weather
station
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Fire Weather - WBI
Waldbrandgefahrenindex (WBI) used to classify historical winds into three
categories, each corresponding to a differing fire weather type

Daily value which describes the meteorological potential for forest fire hazard risk
into 5 levels: 1 ‘very low risk of fire’ up to 5 – ‘very high risk of fire’ Deutscher
Wetterdienst. (n.d.)

For Saxony, WBI is calculated per municipality - Bad Schandau was chosen

Three WBI values considered: 3, 4 and 5



Fire Weather - Wind

Wind velocities downloaded for
1991-2022 duration for local met.
station

Winds categorised according to WBI
values for days winds occured

3 representative winds considered
for each WBI scenario

WBI values downloaded for Bad
Schandau area for 2009-2022
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Deriving Wildfire Exposure
Flame Length: a  proxy  for measuring fire intensity (Finney et al., 2021)

Burn Probability: the likelihood that a location will burn, taking into account the
cumulative number of simulated fires  (Sá et al., 2022)
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Map showcasing fire
intensity and likelihood

Location of Assets Wildfire Exposure Map



FL for 3-day, WBI = 5 BP for 3-day, WBI = 5
Likelihood and
Intensity combined

+ =



Results



Static Map

Settlements

Support capability
indicators

Fire Stations

Transportation
Network



Interactive
Map

Zooming &
Panning

Search Bar

Layers Menu



Evaluation



Scenarios
Evaluation

Actually burned 2022
area VS modelled

Good accuracy but
low coverage due to
short duration



FlamMap Evaluation

VIIRS (375m  acc.) and MODIS  
(1km acc.) detected active fires
compared to modelled fires

3 daily consecutive wildfires
modelled imitating conditions of
2022 wildfire



Usability Questionnarie

 Ease of use of the taskbar (13) and colour coding (6) were found to make the map easy to
use by some respondents

However, others found the colours difficult to understand  (8)



Two stakeholders completed the usefulness questionnaire
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Two stakeholders completed the usefulness questionnaire

 respondent A, is a member of the monitoring department of the Bohemian Switzerland
National Park Administration

indicated inaccuracy of roads’ layer and modelling outputs
deemed transportation, fire stations and settlements’ layer of high importance

suggested map could be of integrated into VOST as they also work with Esri products
proposed easier access (static / open access software) to make map more accessible

respondent B is associated with the Virtual Operations Support Team (VOST) of
Germany’s federal  civil  protection organisation (THW)

Usefulness Questionnaire



Discussion and Future Work
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Fuel Models and Canopy Data
Vegetation in study area experiences bark beetle infestations, constantly altering it

Rigorous expert input needed, to make fuel models map more accurate

Field work needed to provide ground truths for validation  

Canopy Height, Crown Base Height and Bulk Density optional, but not added

Lack of recent data accurately representing bark beetle infestation

Fieldwork validation would also increase accuracy
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Scenarios and Modelling
Scenarios Evaluation showed devised scenarios can indeed be used to predict
wildfire behaviour in the area, albeit with limited confidence.

However, WBI only available in Germany, and also suffers from inaccuracies

FlamMap Evaluation showed accuracy in modelling first three days

However, different daily winds were assumed which is not standard in
FlamMap

Nevertheless FlamMap is able to provide metrics for wildfire exposure maps

Comprehensive validation data a necessity for future work
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Usability and Usefulness

Though not definitive, results show ease of use, relative to the data’s complexity

Several suggestions made to improve in the future

Higher number of responses needed for more accurate usefulness results

Nevertheless, two responses are insightful

Need to establish earlier contact with stakeholders
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Answering the Research Questions
RQ 1: Can the fire modelling tool FlamMap be used to create an accurate Wildfire
Exposure map in the designated study area?

RQ 2: Is  an  interactive  exposure  map  derived  from  FlamMap’s  outputs,  
usable  by  the  general audience and useful for stakeholders?

Yes,  however, more validation data would be greatly beneficial for the
assessment of the accuracy of the results. 

Map was usable by the general audience, though familiarity with GIS  and  
with  interactive  maps  makes  the  map  more  usable.  

In terms of usefulness for stakeholders, there is more uncertainty



Thank You for your Attention!
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Time series showing wind velocity (speed and direction), as well as daily WBI values throughout the duration of the 2022 study area wildfire.



Original Fuel Models map derived from Beetz (2023), showcasing the three
fuel models that were altered.

Updated fuel models map after two alterations; Notice replacement of NB9
(yellow area) with SH3 (blue) inside the limits of the 2022 wildfire, as well
as the complete replacement of GS3 (green areas in the previous Figure) by
GR3 (magenta). 



2020 Canopy Base Height in the Study Area (Francesco et al., 2023)Parts of the study area infested by Bark Beetle. These are areas classified
by Beetz (2023) as belonging to fuel model ‘Slash Blowdown 2’
according to the fuel models of Scott & Burgan (2005).



2020 Canopy Height in the Study Area (Francesco et al., 2023) Canopy Bulk Density in the Study Area (Francesco et al., 2023). 



Interactive web map layers and layer descriptions.



Flame Length classes and suppression difficulty. Adapted from Sá et al. (2022, p. 3933) 



Prominence of each wind direction for each of the three datasets with hourly winds. 
The three most prominent wind directions for each WBI value are highlighted.

The mean speed of every wind direction for each of the three hourly winds’ WBI datasets is shown here.
The mean speeds of the three most prominent wind directions for each WBI value are highlighted.



Combination of FL and BP classes and the respective bivariate raster value that is assigned.



Bivariate raster legend. The bivariate raster’s possible cell values are assigned to the respective
colours used to represent them.



Preliminary version of bivariate raster’s legend.



User Experience honeycomb developed by Morville (2004)



Usability questionnaire profile questions



Answers to the questions regarding understanding of the map’s colours



The five most mentioned user-friendly aspects of the map included:

• The ability to easily turn on and off layers on demand to focus on needed information as well as
the ease of use of the taskbar (13 mentions)

• The colour coding, which was found to be easy to understand and made the individual colours
distinguishable (6 mentions)

• The overall map design (4 mentions)

• The ease of zooming in and out, and the overall ease of navigation (3 mentions)

• The ability to search locations with the search bar (3 mentions)



The five most mentioned suggestions for making the map more usable included:

• A change in the exposure raster’s colour coding: 3 respondents suggested a use of less colours and
5 recommended a change of the existing colours (e.g., a green / yellow / orange / red / brown
scale).

• Making the legend more accessible and easier to find (5 mentions). This is tied to the problem
some mobile users experienced, where the legend button was not where it was expected to be in
mobile devices (as the questionnaire only described the legend button’s position on a PC)

• Adding more contrast between the routes and the exposure rasters as they were not clearly visible
(5 mentions)

• Change the colour or size of the fire station symbol to make it more visible (4 mentions)

• Adding a transparency control for the raster layers (2 mentions)



Flame Length, retrieved from 4.1 Flame Length | National Wildfire Coordinating Group (n.d.)



Fuel model map Elbe Sandstone Mountains pre-fire 2022 (Beetz, 2023, p. 42) 


